Metamaterials—artificial materials of close-spaced resonators with properties not found in
nature—were first invented by Marconi and Franklin in 1919. Note the page from their patent
1,301,473 (with blow up of Fig .11). Also, a contemporary use as an ‘I-shaped metasurface’, for
example, in the paper by Zhang et al (IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation,65,7, July
2017 Fig 4)
COHEN---FIGURE 1

From 2002/2003—a fractal metasurface (a thin metamaterial layer) with backplane, being
used for a supergain array under DARPA funded study “Close-Packed Fractal Antenna
Array”(not classified) by Cohen et al. Note the strong lobes which radiated at the metasurface
edges, the result of evanescent excitation of a surface wave. After the DARPA study, in
December 2003, Cohen shaped a fractal metasurface around a copper cylinder and saw strong
front scatter, as the surface wave wrapped round the cylinder, despite the obstruction caused
by the copper cylinder itself. Strong front scatter is the heart of an ’invisibility cloak’ as one can
‘see’ the other side of an obstruction, despite being blocked by it.
COHEN--FIGURE 2

A public demonstration re-creating the Dec 2003 discovery of ‘invisibility cloak’ front scatter.
Scaled up for ‘cloaking’ part of a person, the copper sleeve obstructs the microwave intensity
by more than 20 dB(left) Adding a single fractal metasurface on the copper sleeve causes an
intense surface wave(s) that propagate to the opposite side, and restores the line of sight
unobstructed intensity, over a 20+ percent bandwidth (right).
COHEN—FIGURE 3

A two-layer fractal metasurface has considerable bandwidth for the front scatter (‘front’) and
considerable reduction of back scatter(‘back’). The copper sleeve itself is shown on the top
graph acting as an obstruction, while addition of the two layered metasurface gives results
shown at bottom graph. From the Jan 2015 MWJ article. Later invisibility cloaks were built with
-20 to -30 dB RCS reduction and front scatter near parity compared to unobstructed, over > 5 :1
bandwidth.
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Still image from 2018 PRC TV show showing fractal metasurface being fabricated for retrofit of
jet fighters for stealth, without the inventor’s knowledge.
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